where f G (β) and Mβ) denote the βth Ulm invariants of G and H, respectively. Thus a complete set of S/ \& -isomorphism invariants for such groups is an equivalence class of Ulm invariants, the equivalence relation being given by these two inequalities.
The concept of quasi-isomorphism as defined by B. Jonsson [11] has come to play a significant role in the theory of torsion-free Abelian groups. However, nothing of significance had been done for quasi-isomorphism of torsion groups until R. Beaumont and R. Pierce [1] gave necessary and sufficient conditions on the Ulm invariants for two countable reduced p-groups to be quasi-isomorphic. This lack of results for p-groups was pointed out by E. A. Walker [14] , who in fact submitted that the definition of quasi-isomorphism should be isomorphism in the category jy/^. The importance of quasi-isomorphism for torsion-free groups motivates the study of Abelian groups as objects of j^/^ϋ 2* Preliminaries* The word group will always mean Abelian group, the category of Abelian groups will be denoted by j^ and the class of bounded Abelian groups by έ%? % The term Abelian category will be used in the sense of MacLane [13] . For G and H in an Abelian category ^ Horn^(G, H) will denote the group of maps from G to H. Hom^(G, H) will be written simply as Horn (G, H) . Any unexplained notation or terminology will conform with that of Fuchs [4] or MacLane [13] . of groups, H is in ζ if and only if G and K are in ζ. It is clear that έ%f is a Serre class of szf, and it is the quotient category sf '/& as defined by Grothendieck [6] with which this paper is concerned. The objects of s//& are just the objects of j^ and Hom^/^(G,H) is the direct limit of the groups Ή.om (G',H/H') , the limit being taken over all pairs (G' f H') with G' S G, H' s #, and G/G', #' e &. To define composition let fe Hom^^G, if) and g e Hom^ι&(H, K). Then / comes from an /: G r
-> H/H f and g comes from a g: H" -* K/K' where G/G', H', H/H", K' e &. Let G" = f~\(H" + H')/H'). Then
G'/G" e ^ and since
where /' is the restriction of / to G" and βf ; is induced by g. Since G/G", if" e ^ h determines an element he Hom^/^ (G, iί). It is straightforward that h is uniquely determined by / and g, and that J&Ί^ is a category with the definition h = g°f.
That s//.^? is an Abelian category can be found in [5] .
Let /: G'-+HIH' and g: G"->H/H" where G/G', if, G/G", H" e &. Let / and g be the elements of Hom^/^ (G, £Γ) determined by / and g, respectively. The following facts are taken from [14] ((mG) [n\) . Let a be the composition
mnG > (mG)/(mG)[n] > (H/H[m])/(B/H[m]) > H/B
where mnG
> {mG)/(mG)[n] and (H/H[m])/(B/H[m])
• H/B are natural isomorphisms and
is the monomorphism induced by /. Now a is a monomorphism with cokernel bounded by n. Thus G ~ H/B and since B is bounded by mn, (i) implies (ii). Suppose G ~ H/B where nB -0, n > 0. Then there exist isomorphic subgroups S S G and T/B S H/B such that G/S and
(H/B)/(T/B)~H/T
are bounded. Let m > 0 with mG S S and mH S Γ, and let (9 be the isomorphism S ~ T/B. Let / be the composition 
The converse is clear. Let G be a divisible p-group and A = Σ<α α > a bounded subgroup of G. Embed each ζa a y in a summand G a ~ Z(p°°) of G. Then GJζa a y ~ G α . Thus G/A ~ G. Given two divisible groups D and E, it now follows from 3.1 that D ~ E in <s>/\& implies that Z? ~ E. An application of 3.2 yields the next proposition. Let G be a group. Then G ι = Πo< % > ω nG is a subgroup of G called the elements of infinite height of G. If G is a p-group, then
To see that the property of being a direct sum of cyclic groups is not preserved under isomorphism in jy/.^?', we need only consider the Prufer group, P, which is generated by elements a l9 a 2y
, a n , with the relations
Now B = Σ %Ξ >2<(α % -pa n^y is a basic subgroup of P, P 1 = <αj> ^ C(p), and P/P 1 cr: P. (See [41). So P -B in j^/^. We shall point out some other properties which are related to direct sums of cyclic groups and direct sums of countable groups and which are not preserved by isomorphisms in s^f \0λ First a further look at direct sums of cyclic groups. PROPOSITION 3.5 . The following are equivalent for a p-group G. (i ) G is isomorphic in <s>/Ί& to a direct sum of cyclic groups.
(ii) G/A is a direct sum of cyclic groups for some bounded subgroup A S G.
(iii) There is a direct sum of cyclic groups C and a bounded subgroup B C C such that G ~ C/B.
(iv) Every subgroup of G is isomorphic in ssf/& to a direct sum of cyclic groups.
(v) Ext(G, Hf is bounded for all p-groups H.
Proof. It is clear that (ii), (iii), and (iv) each imply (i) and that (iii) implies (iv). That (i) implies (ii) follows from 3.1., and (ii) if and only if (v) is Theorem 27' of [10] . Let G be a group. If every infinite subgroup of G can be embedded in a summand of the same cardinality, then G is Fuchs five [9] . It is easy to see that if G is a direct sum of countable groups, then G is Fuchs five. If G has no elements of infinite height and if for every infinite subgroup H of G, | (G/H) 1 | ^ | H |, then G is a Q-group [9] . If whenever G/H is divisible, H a subgroup of G, we have \H\ = |G|, then G is starred [9] . Finally, G is fully starred if every subgroup of G is starred. F. Richman and J. Irwin [9] showed that if 0
>G >H >K >0
is exact and if G and K are starred, then H is starred. Also in [9] , it is shown that if G is Fuchs five and G 1 = 0, then G is a Q-group, and if G is a Q-group, then G is fully starred. to a direct sum of cyclic groups, and not be a Q-group.
Then B is uncountable, has no elements of infinite height and is not fully starred. Let C be countable with C 1 Φ 0. In [9] it is shown that Tor (5, C) is fully starred, has no elements of infinite height, and is not a Q-group. The exact sequence
with P the Prufer group and C(p) = P 1 yields the exact sequence [12] . Another proof is given by P. Hill [7] .
The main result in this section is an "Ulm's theorem" for direct sums of countable reduced p-groups in the category Ssf/.^. In the course of the proof of this theorem, several subsidiary results are obtained. These will be stated as they arise.
Let G and H be reduced p-groups. Suppose (I) there is an integer k ^ 0 such that for all integers n ^ 0 and r Ξ> 0
In [1] Beaumont and Pierce show that (I) and (II) are necessary and sufficient for two countable reduced p-groups to be quasi-isomorphic. In [2] Beaumont and Pierce show that (I) is necessary and sufficient for two direct sums of cyclic p-groups to be quasi-isomorphic. In view of Kolettis extension of Ulm's theorem, it is natural to ask if (I) and (II) are necessary and sufficient for two direct sums of countable reduced p-groups to be quasi-isomorphic. The answer is in the affirmative, and the proof is straightforward since nG gSGG and G a direct sum of countable groups implies that S is a direct sum of countable groups. (For a proof of this latter fact, see Irwin and Richman [9] While the following lemma does not appear in [8] , it is an immediate consequence of a result in [8] . Moreover, it has an application later on. LEMMA 
Let G and H be direct sums of cyclic p-groups which satisfy (I). Suppose f G (0) = | G \ \ H \ ^0 = fnΦ). Then G = Go®G 1 @--®G zk and H
Proof. For each integer w ^ 0, let A n be the initial segment of ordinals less than the first ordinal of cardinality f G {n).
Similarly, let B n be the initial segment of ordinals less than the first ordinal of cardinality f π {n).
Define A = {(n, a) I 0 <; n < ω, a e A n ) , B = {(n,β)\0^n<ω,βeB n } . 
, the lemma follows from induction and the definition of f H . Proof. Let 5 be a basic subgroup of G, and write i> = Σ*=i B* with each Bι a direct sum of cyclic groups of order p\ Let
be a basis of 
Σ
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 4.5. Let G and H be reduced p-groups with G ~ H in s*/\&. Then G and Ή satisfy (I).
Proof. By 3. In view of 4.6 and 4.7, it is natural to ask the following question. If G ~ H in j^/^5 is G i H whenever G and H are reduced pgroups without elements of infinite height? The answer is no and 3.8 furnishes us with a counterexample. Specifically, there is a pgroup G and a subgroup A C G [p] such that (i) ^ = 0, (ii) G is not a direct sum of cyclic groups, Proof. For each integer n ^ 0, define A n and B n as in the proof of 4.1. Also define A and B as in 4.1. Call the first component of the element (n, 7) of A or B the index of the element. It was pointed out in the proof of 4.1 that A is in one-to-one correspondence with a basis of G such that if the index of an element of A is n, then the exponent of the corresponding basis element of G is n + 1. There is a similar one-to-one correspondence between B and a basis of H. Hill [8] has shown that (I) implies the existence of an equivalence between A and B which alters indicies by no more than k. By a close examination of HilPs proof, it is seen that the stronger inequalities in the hypothesis of 4.9 imply the existence of an equivalence θ from A onto B with the index of θ(n, a) between n -k and n. Thus there is an equivalence from a basis of G onto a basis of H such that exponents are never increased and are not decreased by more than k. 
Proof. Since p a G ~ p a H in ĵ / p α G and p α iϊ satisfy (I). Moreover, by 3.1 and 4.5, & is the same for each a.
Since f G (a + n) = f p a G (n) 9 the theorem follows.
Let G and H be countable reduced p-groups and suppose G -H in s^f/^. By 4.12 and 4.6, we see that the corresponding Ulm factors of G and H are quasi-isomorphic. The following example shows that the converse does not hold. EXAMPLE 4.14. Let G and H be countable groups whose respective Ulm factors are
Proof. Let β < a. Proof. For τ = 0, there is nothing to prove. If τ = 1, G is a direct sum of cyclic groups and the lemma is clear. Assume τ > 1.
For the present, we will assume G Γ _! is unbounded if τ -1 exists. For each a < τ, let T a = Σ/s<r G aβ where G aβ is unbounded for β Φ a and G aa = 0. For each a < r, let K a and L a be countable reduced p-groups of length τ whose α:th Ulm factors are p n<x S a and S a9 respectively, and whose /5th Ulm factors, β Φ a, are G βa . Now assume τ -1 exists and G Γ _ X is bounded. For # < τ -1, Let T a be as above. Let K o be a countable reduced p-group whose Ulm factors are p n <>S Q , G βQ for 0 < β < τ -1, and T τ _ γ .
Let L o be a countable reduced p-group whose Ulm factors are S o , G β0 for 0 < β < τ -1, and Γ r-1 .
For 0 < α < τ -1, let iί α and L a be countable reduced p-groups of length τ -1 whose αth Ulm factors are p % «£« and S α , respectively, and whose /5th Ulm factors, β Φ a, are G^α. Let K τ _ 1 and L r-1 be countable reduced p-groups whose Ulm factors are G β , τ^ for 0 <^ β < τ -1 and whose (τ -1) 
